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Preliminary results are reported for an experiment a t  TRIUhlF  where a time-of- 
flight technique was tested for measuring the energy dependence of the rate  for 
muon catalyzed dt fusion. Muonic tritium atoms were created following transfer 
of negative muons from muonic protium in a layer of solid hydrogen (protium) 
containing a small fraction of tritium. The atoms escaped from the solid layer 
via the  Ramsauer-Townsend mechanism. traversed a drift region of 18 mm,  and 
then struck an adjacent layer of deuterium, where the muonic atom could form a 
molecular system. 

The  time of detection of a fusion product (neutron or alpha) following muon 
arrival is dependent upon the energy of the muonic tritium atom as i t  traverses 
the drift region. By comparison of the time distribution of fusion events with a 
prediction based on the theoretical energy dependence of the rate. the strength of 
resonant formation can in principle be determined. The results extracted so far 
are discussed and the limitations of the method are examined. 

Keywords: muon cat alyzed fusion. muonic hydrogen. muonic at oms. muonic 
molecules. 

1 Introduction 

The use of solid hydrogen isotopes and  isotope mixtures as the  target medium for exper- 
iments on muonic hydrogen has developed substantially in the past few years. One of 
the advantages is that targets can be designed specifically for a given measurement by 
creating layers of different isotopic composition, so that the interactions of the muonic 
system with different isotopes can in some cases be separated in space or time. While in- 
teresting and surprising results have been obtained with pure solid deuterium[l, 21. many 
of the recent experiments[3, 4 ,  51 and proposals[6, 71 take advantage of energetic muonic 
deuterium ( p d )  or tritium (pit)  atoms which result when small amounts of deuterium 
or tritium are mixed with protium. Recently the experiments have been simulated via 
Monte Carlo methods[S, 9, 101 using as input the calculated values for processes such as 
scattering. transfer, and molecular formation. 

into dpt muonic molecular ions, from which fusion can proceed rapidly. In the  resonance 
mechanism, the kinetic energy of a muonic tritium atom is absorbed in the excited state 
of the muonic molecular complex, as in 

Resonant formation speeds the process of combining, for example. tritons and deuterons 

pt + DX + [(dpt)+xee]*, 

where z(X) represents p ,  d ,  or t (H, D, or T). These reactions exhibit the highest resonant 
formation rates predicted in any muon catalyzed fusion (pCF) cycle, at a laboratory 
kinetic energy for pt above 0.4 eV. Figure 1 shows the effective rates calculated for pt+Da 
using the  method of Faifman and Ponomarev[ll] extended to  a target temperature of 3 K .  
More recently, t.he inclusion of quadrupolar terms has reduced the calculated effective rates 
by typically 10-15%[12]. Similar results have been obtained independently for the F = 0 
hyperfine state of pt[13]. Because the main resonances are far above thermal energy 
at ambient or practical laboratory temperatures, and because a substantial amount of 
tritium is required, it is a significant technical challenge t o  obtain abundant muonic atoms 
in a deuterium-tritium target in this energy range by simply elevating the temperature 
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Figure 1: Predicted resonance structure 
of pt + D? at 3 K and density of liquid 
hydrogen[ll], compared with rate of en- 
ergy loss, for two hyperfine states of p f .  

'n 

Figure 2: Diagram of the target: (a) gold 
foil and support, (b) production layer, (c) 
moderation layer, (d)  reaction layer, (e) 
silicon detector. (f) alpha particle collima- 
tion. Layer thicknesses are not to  scale. 

of t,he t,arget. To date, only experiments using t.riple mixtures of isot.opes have produced 
results which t.est the t.heoret,ical calculations of the st,rongest resonances: but  t,he analysis 
relies very much upon a complete kinetic simulat,ion of muonic int.eract.ions in t,he t.arget 
t o  model t,he time dist,ributions of t.ransient phenomena[l4]. 

Solid t,argets with spatially separat,ed layers provide another way t.0 measure t,he rate 
and energy dependence of resonant muon molecular format.ion, using bhe t.ime-of-flight 
(TOF) t.echnique. By careful design of t,he target,, t,he kinetic energy range of most in- 
terest. becomes accessible, using t.he energy gained in t.ransfer of t.he muon t.o t,he heavier 
isotope and t,he phenomenon of, in certain cases, a very low rat.e of energy loss (the 
Ramsauer-Townsend mechanism). Comparatively little tritium is required, simplifying 
some t.echnica1 aspects of t,arget, design. The TOF met,hod provides resu1t.s wit,h different 
systemat.ic limit,at,ions t,han t,hermal or t.rip1e mixture t,arget, experiments. In addition, 
direct det,ection of charged fusion producbs is quite straight.forward; background consid- 
erations make t.his a very attractive experiment,al advant,age. However, the analysis st,ill 
relies upon accurat.e simulat.ion of complex muonic int,eract,ions in the t,arget structure, 
with the added requirement of geometrical t,racking. The understanding of several relat,ed 
processes is st,ill crit,icaI to  successful analysis of t,he time-of-fl ight dist,ributions. 

In the measurement.s described here, muonic at,oms are emit.t.ed from a production 
layer with an energy distribution equivalent, t o  thermal energies of many thousands of 
degrees. Anot.her layer, called a reaction layer, can be creat.ed wit.h a different, isot,opic 
composition, where muonic interactions at, elevat,ed energies can be st,udied. The  separa- 
tion of the funct.ions of production and react,ion helps to  separate t.he processes of interest., 
which for some measurements is a great. experimental advant.age. In addition, there is a 
moderation layer which can be used between the product,ion and react.ion layers t o  adjust 
the energy of pt t o  a range more appr0priat.e for t.he reaction of int,erest. 
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2 F o r m a t i o n  and emiss ion  of m u o n i c  a t o m s  

The target. region (Fig. 2) was bounded by two parallel gold foils, each of nominal thickness 
0.051 m m ,  separat.ed by a dist,ance of 17.9 mm. Each foil was mount.ed t.0 cover t,he 
65 m m  diameter opening in a gold plat.ed copper frame, which was kept. at. about 3 K by 
attachment. to  the cold st.age of a cryost.at,. Hydrogen isotope mixt.ures could be deposited 
independent,ly (wit'h cross cont.aminat.ion of less than on t.he adjacent. surfaces of 
either of the foils, and layer t,hicknesses were calibrated from separate studies of alpha 
part,icle energy loss[l5]. Further det.ails of t,he t.arget design and const.ruct.ion can be found 
elsewhere[ 161. 

On the gold foil t.hrough which the muon beam entered, a relatively t,hick production 
layer was first. deposit.ed, consisting of (3.5k0.2) mg cm-2 (0.4 mm assuming a solid 
at.omic density relative t,o liquid hydrogen of 4 = 1.24) of prot.ium with a concent,ration 
of tritium, c t ,  of eit.her 0.001 or 0.002. The two values were used t.o enable anot.her 
measurement, to  be performed simult.aneously[3]. A beam of negat.ive muons was adjust.ed 
in  momentum t.o 24 MeV/c to maximize t.he number of muons stopping in t.he layer. The 
incident rate was approximately 5 x  lo3 s - ' ,  with momentum spread of 4% full widt.h at. 
half maximum. The  muon decay t.ime dist.ribut,ion for an equivalent pure prot.ium t.arget , 
in which t.he stops in  hydrogen can be clearly ident,ified by t,he charact.erist.ic muon 1ifet.ime 
of 2.2 ,us, showed that a fraction 0.3OkO.01 stopped in t,he production layer. Most of the 
muons initially formed pp! but transferred t.o form p t  wit.h a kinetic energy of 45 eV 
due to the difference in reduced mass (assuming ground st.at.e t,ransfer). Elastic scat.t.ering 
calculat.ions on molecules[l7} show t.hat the cross sect,ion is less t,han a few times cm2 
at this energy, and drops even further t.0 a minimum near a 1aborat.ory energy of 10 eV, 
a manifest.at.ion of t,he Ramsauer-Townsend effect.. The scat,t.ering is small and forward- 
peaked, resulting in macroscopic displacements from t,he point of t,ransfer and significant 
emission of ,ut from the surfaces of t,he production layer. In general, t.he t ime scale of 
emission is determined largely by the mean t,ransfer t,ime, t.ypically 0.1 ps depending 
on c t [ 3 ] .  The analogous phenomenon has been observed and report,ed for emission of 
pd[18, 191. 

3 The time-of-flight t echn ique  

The use offlight time to  determine the energy distribution for muon molecular formation 
is made possible by several aspects of the muonic processes and the experimental design. 
Simulations were extremely important to  calculate various effects and t o  optimize the 
target composition and geometry. They are also required to  interpret the da ta ,  because 
it is generally not possible to  invert the time of flight t o  yield the energy in a unique way. 
A great amount of detail regarding the simulation can be found elsewhereE8, 91. 

It is necessary that the flight time is closely related to  the muonic atom's energy. 
The  speed of pl of energy 1 eV is about 0.8 x l o6  cm s-l, so the emission time scale 
is short compared with the flight time over 17 mm for a pt atom up t o  several eV. 
The resonant rates for molecular formation are calculated[11] to  be - l o 9  s-l at liquid 
hydrogen density, and subsequent fusion occurs at - 10l2 s-l, so if molecular formation 
occurs in a reaction layer on the second gold foil separated in space from the production 
layer, t he  time interval from detection of muon arrival t o  detection of fusion is dominated 
by the flight time. Therefore, one should be able to  infer the energy of molecular formation 
from the  flight time. The predicted resonances in the energy range of 0.3 to  0.7 eV should 
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appear at. t.imes greater than 3 ps in the fusion time distribut,ion. The  somewhat weaker 
resonances above 0.8 eV should be seen between 2 and 3 ps, with great.er efficiency because 
of reduced in-flight. loss of pt t.0 muon decay. 

In addition, it. is crucial that. t,he molecular format.ion rat.e at. resonance is not small 
compared to  rates of other processes. such as elastic scattering of pf on DZ, which compete 
and lead t,o a change of t,he muonic atom’s energy. The indirect process, whereby t,he pt 
loses energy in the react.ion layer prior t o  molecular formation, presents an unavoidable 
complication t.0 the int.erpret,ation of t.he t,ime of flight; in this case: the t.ime of flight. 
is not an indicat.ion of the energy at, which molecular formation takes place. .4 careful 
select.ion of the react,ion layer t.hickness is t,herefore important. It. must, be a substant,ial 
fraction of a charact.eristic int.eract.ion length for molecular format.ion, but. not so thick t.hat. 
scat,t’ering at. energies away from t.he resonance dominate the T O F  spect.rum. We have 
chosen 0.022 mg (0.001 mm assuming a re1at.ive at.omic densiby for solid deut.erium 
of q5 = 1.43) as the reaction layer thickness for t.he T O F  measurement,s. 

The  simulations showed t.hat t.he distribution of energy for pt emit.ted from the pro- 
duction layer is significantly higher t.han t,he predict.ed resonance energy, so a moderat.ion 
layer consisting of 0.10 mg cm-’ (0.005 mm at. q5 = 1.43) of Dz was frozen onto t,he surface 
of the product.ion layer. This moderation layer, or overlayer as it might, be called, slows 
the pi  emit.t.ed from t,he production layer. Although a significant. proportion of pt at,oms 
also form dpi in the moderation layer and lead to a strong signal from fusion, the t,ime 
distribution is such that virtually all such events occur wit,hin 1 ps of the muon arrival 
t.ime, well before the range of interest for TOF. 

4 Preliminary results 

In the dat.a present.ed here, t.he 3.5 Me\’ alpha particle from fusion in t.he react.ion layer 
was detected with good time and energy reso1ut.ion in one of t,wo ion-implant,ed silicon 
detectors near the t.arget, region [Fig. 21. The 14 MeV neut,ron was also det.ect.ed and can 
provide furt.her fusion time informat.ion. 

If one accepts alpha event.s from a wide t’ime range wkh respect. t o  t.he muon arrival 
time, a broad, asymmetric energy distribut,ion is obt.ained as in Fig. 3. The calibration 
is such that. one channel is very close t,o 1 keV, with no offset. The dist.ribut.ions from the 
two silicon det.ect,ors are nearly ident.ica1, confirming t,he symmet.ry of the apparat,us and 
t.he muon beam distribut.ion, and have been added t,ogether in the figure. The  background 
obt.ained from a separat,e run with no D2 present, has no such peak. Most. events come 
from fusion in the moderat,ion layer, and the widt.h is due t,o energy loss of the alphas as 
they exit t,he layer at, the angles required for det.ect.ion in t,he silicon det,ectors. A small 
feat.ure at 3 MeV (channel 3000) in the energy distribudion is due to prot,ons from dd 
fusion induced by muons st.opping direct,ly in either t.he moderation or reaction layer. 

Very few of the displayed event.s occur beyond 1.5 ps after t.he arrival of the muon. 
To dist,inguish t.he TOF events in the comparat.ively thin react.ion layer, the time range 
of 1.5 t.0 5.0  ps is selected, and background da ta  obt.ained wit,hout, the reaction layer (but 
with the moderat.ion layer) is subtract,ed: giving t.he alpha energy spectrum of Fig. 4. 
Again, the two det,ectors give nearly ident,ical results, so they have been summed. The  
energy distribution is nearly symmetric and much narrower, because the alphas do  not. 
lose much energy in the layer. 

By applying energy cuts as shown in Fig. 4 ,  and subtracting background determined 
without, t,he reaction layer, the time-of-flight dist,ribut,ion of Fig. 5 is obtained. The  error 
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Figure 3: The energy deposited in t.he 
silicon detect.ors, normalized t.o the  num- 
ber of muons, for a time range including 
early t,imes where fusion in the modera- 
tion layer dominat.es (filled circles). Back- 
ground from a separate run  with no mod- 
erat.ion or reaction layers is also shown 
(crosses). 

Figure 4: The energy deposited in t.he sil- 
icon detect.ors, normalized to the number 
of muons, for a t.ime range of 1.5 t.0 5 p s ,  
corresponding to  t,imes of flight t,o t,he tar- 
get Dz layer. Background h a s  been sub- 
tracted. The dashed lines show t,he energy 
range selected for T O F  analysis. 

bars include the contribution from subtraction of the background, and are statistical only. 
The da ta  is compared to  the results of the simulation with a number of assumptions. Since 
the number of events is significantly lower than indicated by experiment, the theoretical 
resonance structure of Fig 1 has been arbitrarily scaled by 0.5. The silicon detectors have 
been assigned an efficiency determined by a simulation of the solid angle, which is 0.028 
for each device, for a total of 0 056. The fraction of muons stopping in the production 
layer is taken from the measurements described previously t o  be 0.30 Electronic and 
da ta  acquisition dead times have also been included in the calculation of the number of 
muons corresponding t o  experiment. 

If our prediction is correct for the processes of muon tranfer to  tritium, pi transport 
via the Ramsauer-Townsend mechanism in the production layer, p t  energy loss in Dz by 
elastic scattering in both moderation and reaction layers, and of muon molecular resonant 
formation with the scaling of 0.5 applied, and if the experimental factors have been taken 
into account correctly, the simulation should match the data in intensity and shape. It 
clearly fails to  do so in both aspects. With the arbitrary scaling factor, the shape and 
intensity are approximately correct except for a peak in the simulated distribution in the 
range of 3.0-4.5 p s  which is the time of flight corresponding t o  the strongest resonances 
near 0.5 eV. 

Analysis is now underway t o  check the  normalization procedures, and to  determine 
which processes in the simulation, if any, might be adjusted to improve agreement. Data 
was taken with other target configurations which will help t o  distinguish which of the 
many processes are likely candidates. For example, Fig. 6 shows another comparison of 
simulat.ed and experimental data for a considerably thicker reaction layer of 0.15 mg cm-* 
(0.007 mm at C#I = 1.43). Here, the resonance structure is expected t o  play a less important 
role due to  the dominance of the indirect mechanism. In the approximation that the layer 
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Figure 5: Experimental TOF data af- 
ter subtraction of background (filled cir- 
cles) compared to simulation results. with 
molecular formation scaled by 0.5. for the 
time of flight distribution (histogram). 
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Figure 6: Comparison of da ta  and sim- 
ulation results as for the previous figure, 
but for a thicker reaction layer where the 
indirect process is expected to  dominate. 

is thick enough t.o sdop all pi, and that molecular format.ion occurs quickly compared t<o 
the ot.her cont,ributions t.o t.he measured TOF,  the distribution can be int,erpreted as the 
time of arrival of pt at, t,he react.ion layer; t,he conclusion t.hen is t,hat. there are more p t  
with higher energy t,han t,he simulat.ion predicts, point.ing to  deficiencies in t,he modelling 
of pf energy loss in the product,ion and moderation layers. 

There are also ot,her pieces of information which have yet. t.o be included. The intensit.y 
of fusion events in the moderation layer, whose time st.ruct,ure was report.ed in [3], does 
not depend crit.ically on t,he resonance st,ruct.ure and can be analyzed for consistency 
with the simulat,ion. The imaging of pi emit,t.ed from the production layer with no D2 
present, is most. sensit,ive t.o bhe emission energy distribut,ion, and can also be analyzed 
for consist,ency (see [18, 191 for a descript.ion of imaging dat,a for p d  emission). Finally, 
although not' considered t o  be import,ant. because of t,he higher energies of the muonic 
at.oms in the T O F  experiment, solid st,at.e effects may play some role which is not. explicitly 
included in the simulat,ion. 
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